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We give a computer-free proof of the Deligne, Cohen and de Man formulas for the
dimensions of the irreducible g-modules appearing in gk; k44; where g ranges over
the exceptional complex simple Lie algebras. We give additional dimension formulas
for the exceptional series, as well as uniform dimension formulas for other
representations distinguished by Freudenthal along the rows of his magic chart. Our
proofs use the triality model of the magic square, which we review and present a
simpliﬁed proof of its validity. We conclude with some general remarks about obtaining
‘‘series’’ of Lie algebras in the spirit of Deligne and Vogel. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to give a partial explanation to some astonishing
observations made by Deligne about the exceptional complex simple Lie
algebras [7]. Deligne, following a remark of Vogel, noticed that the tensor
powers gk; for g an exceptional complex simple Lie algebra, decomposed
uniformly into irreducible g-modules when k44: Parametrizing the
exceptional series a1; a2; g2; d4; f4; e6; e7; e8 by the inverse Coxeter number1To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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LANDSBERG AND L. MANIVEL60l; he, together with Cohen and de Man, gave the dimensions of the
corresponding irreducible modules in terms of rational functions of l: These
rational functions, computed by Cohen et al. [5], had the ‘‘miraculous’’
property that both the numerators and denominators were products of
linear functions of l:
Inspired by the work of Freudenthal and Tits, we thought it might be
interesting to parametrize the exceptional series by a ¼ dim CA; where
A is, respectively, the complexiﬁcation of 0;R;C;H;O for the last
ﬁve algebras in the exceptional series (so a ¼ 0; 1; 2; 4; 8). A ﬁrst indica-
tion that this might be fruitful was the simple relation l ¼  2
aþ2: The
parameter a simpliﬁed the Deligne dimension formula because every time a
power of l appears in the denominator (which is always), its contribution to
the degree of the denominator is erased upon the change of variable, so that
using a; the denominators have lower degree and the numerators the same
degree.
The presence of only linear forms in the Deligne dimension formulas also
suggests that one should attempt to apply the Weyl dimension formula in a
uniform way, which is what we have done.
To do this, we had to ﬁnd a suitable variant of the Vinberg construction
of the exceptional Lie algebras in terms of normed division algebras. The
construction we use highlights the triality principle, since we put a natural
Lie algebra structure on the direct sum:
where tðAÞ is a certain triality algebra associated to A: This structure was
actually discovered by Allison [1], and rediscovered by Barton and Sudbery
[2], Dadok and Harvey [6], and ourselves. We give a much more direct and
simple proof, which was also obtained independently by Dadok and Harvey
[6].
All this leads to a simple description of the exceptional root systems, the
key point for the dimension formulas being that the roots of gðA;OÞ are
naturally partitioned into intervals whose endpoints are linear functions of
a: This allows one to explicitly write down inﬁnite series of formulas
generalizing those of Deligne, Cohen and de Man, see Theorem 3.3. For
example, specializing to just Cartan powers of the adjoint representation we
obtain:
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3
; 0; 1; 2; 4; 8; respectively. Then for all k50;
dim gðkÞ ¼ 3a þ 2k þ 5
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Caution. By definition, our binomial coefficients ðkþx
k
Þ ¼ ð1þ xÞ    ðk þ
xÞ=k! are rational polynomials of degree k in x: They are not equal to zero
when x is not a non-negative integer.
The perspective also naturally uncovers the representations distinguished
by Freudenthal and dimension formulas for their Cartan powers, see
Theorems 4.3 and 5.3. In particular, it leads to new models for the
standard representations in the second and third rows of Freudenthal’s
magic square.
In a companion paper to this one [14], we discuss the decomposition
formulas of Deligne and Vogel from a geometric perspective. We are able to
account for nearly all the factors that appear in their decompositions using
elementary algebraic geometry. This paper is the fourth in a series exploring
connections between representation theory and the projective geometry of
rational homogeneous varieties (see also [11–13]).
2. TRIALITY AND THE TITS–VINBERG CONSTRUCTION
For A a normed algebra over a ﬁeld k; let
TðAÞ ¼ fy ¼ ðy1; y2; y3Þ 2 SOðAÞ3; y3ðxyÞ ¼ y1ðxÞy2ðyÞ 8x; y 2 Ag:
There are three natural actions of TðAÞ on A corresponding to its
three projections on SOðAÞ; and we denote these representations by
A1; A2; A3:
If A is a real Cayley algebra, it is a classical fact that TðAÞ is an algebraic
group of type D4: In this case the representations A1; A2; A3 are non-
equivalent and they are exchanged by the outer automorphism t of TðAÞ of
order 3 deﬁned by t:y ¼ ðy2; y3; y1Þ: This is the famous triality principle,
encoded in the triple symmetry of the Dynkin diagram for D4: For the other
real normed division algebras A; we get the following types for the
LANDSBERG AND L. MANIVEL62Lie algebra tðAÞ of TðAÞ; see [2]:
tðRÞ tðCÞ tðHÞ tðOÞ:
0 R2 so3  so3  so3 so8
Now let A and B be two normed algebras. We deﬁne on
g ¼ tðAÞ  tðBÞ  ðA1  B1Þ  ðA2  B2Þ  ðA3  B3Þ
a Z2  Z2-graded Lie algebra structure by the following conditions:
* g0 ¼ tðAÞ  tðBÞ;
* the bracket of an element of tðAÞ  tðBÞ with one of Ai  Bi is given
by the actions of tðAÞ on Ai and tðBÞ on Bi; that is
½yA; ui  vi ¼ yAi ðuiÞ  vi; ½yB; ui  vi ¼ ui  yBi ðviÞ;
* the bracket of two elements in Ai  Bi is given by the natural map
L2ðAi  BiÞ ¼ L2Ai  S2Bi  S2Ai  L2Bi ! L2Ai  L2Bi ! tðAÞ  tðBÞ;
where the ﬁrst arrow follows from the quadratic forms given on Ai and Bi;
and the second arrow is dual to the map tðAÞ ! L2Ai  EndðAiÞ (and
similarly for BÞ prescribing the action of tðAÞ on Ai (which, by deﬁnition,
preserves the quadratic form on Ai). Here duality is taken with respect to a
tðAÞ-invariant quadratic form on the reductive algebra tðAÞ; and the
quadratic form on L2Ai induced by that on Ai;
* ﬁnally, the bracket of an element of Ai  Bi with one of Aj  Bj; for
iaj; is given by the following rules, with obvious notations:
½u1  v1; u2  v2 ¼ u1u2  v1v2 2 A3  B3;
½u2  v2; u3  v3 ¼ u3 %u2  v3 %v2 2 A1  B1;
½u3  v3; u1  v1 ¼ %u1u3  %v1v3 2 A2  B2:
Theorem 2.1. This bracket defines a structure of semi-simple Lie
algebra on g; whose type is given by Freudenthal’s magic square.
Moreover, each hi ¼ tðAÞ  tðBÞ  Ai  Bi is a subalgebra of maximal rank
of g:
Our deﬁnition above of the Lie bracket on g is much simpler than that in
[2] since it does not involve Jordan algebras and their derivations as the Tits
construction does. As a result, below we present a simpler proof of the fact
that g is indeed a Lie algebra.
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C: The ﬁrst table is Freudenthal’s magic square.
Proof. We must check that the Jacobi identity holds in g: We begin with
a few remarks. Denote by Ci : L2Ai ! tðAÞ the map dual to the action of
tðAÞ on Ai with respect to an invariant non-degenerate quadratic form KtðAÞ
on tðAÞ; and the quadratic form on L2Ai induced by the quadratic form
Q ¼ QAi on Ai: We have
KtðAÞðCiðu ^ vÞ; yÞ ¼ Qðu; yiðvÞÞ 8u; v 2 Ai; 8y 2 tðAÞ:
The action of tðAÞ on A1 factors through the natural representation of
SOðAÞ; while the actions on A2 and A3 are induced by the left and right
multiplications of A on itself. More precisely, we have the following
formulas:
C1ðu ^ vÞ1x ¼ 4Qðu; xÞv  4Qðv; xÞu;
C1ðu ^ vÞ2x ¼ %vðuxÞ  %uðvxÞ;
C1ðu ^ vÞ3x ¼ ðxuÞ%v  ðxvÞ %u:
(For the case of octonions, these formulas can be deduced from [15,
Lecture 15]. The other cases are easy.) Using the compatibility of our
construction with the automorphism of tðAÞ which exchanges the three
representations Ai; we are reduced to verifying this identity between
homogeneous elements in the following cases:
(1) ðtðAÞ; tðAÞ; tðAÞÞ}this is just the Jacobi identity inside tðAÞ;
(2) ðtðAÞ; tðAÞ;A1  B1ÞÞ}this case follows from the equivariance of
the action of tðAÞ on A1;
(3) ðtðAÞ;A1  B1;A1  B1ÞÞ}this case follows from the equivariance
of C1;
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d; e; f 2 A1;
½½a  b; c  d; e  f  þ ½½c  d; e  f ; a  b þ ½½e  f ; a  b; c  d ¼ 0:
But the ﬁrst of these brackets, for example, can be computed as follows:
½½a  b; c  d; e  f  ¼Qðb; dÞC1ða ^ cÞ1e  f þ Qða; cÞe C1ðb ^ dÞ1f
¼ 4Qðb; dÞQða; eÞc  f  4Qðb; dÞQðc; eÞa  f
þ 4Qða; cÞQðb; f Þe  d  4Qða; cÞQðd; f Þe  b;
and the result easily follows;
(5) ðtðAÞ;A1  B1;A2  B2ÞÞ}here we need to check that
½½y; a  b; c  d  ½y; ½a  b; c  d þ ½a  b; ½y; c  d
¼ ½y1ðaÞ  b; c  d  ½y; ac  bd þ ½a  b; y2ðcÞ  d
¼ fy1ðaÞc  y3ðacÞ þ ay2ðcÞg  bd ¼ 0;
and this follows from the inﬁnitesimal triality principle for y:
(6) ðA1  B1;A1  B1;A2  B2ÞÞ}here we compute
½½a  b; c  d; e  f  þ ½½c  d; e  f ; a  b þ ½½e  f ; a  b; c  d
¼ ½Qðb; dÞC1ða ^ cÞ þ Qða; cÞC1ðb ^ dÞ; e  f  þ ½ce  df ; a  b
 ½ae  bf ; c  d
¼ Qðb; dÞC1ða ^ cÞ2e  f þ Qða; cÞe C1ðb ^ dÞ2f þ %aðceÞ  %bðdf Þ
 %cðaeÞ  %dðbf Þ:
To check that this is zero, we split this expression into its symmetric and
antisymmetric parts with respect to a and c: To control the symmetric part,
we simply let c ¼ a; and since %aðaeÞ ¼ Qða; aÞe; we are left with
Qða; aÞe  C1ðb ^ dÞ2f þ %bðdf Þ  %dðbf Þ
  ¼ 0:
Now the antisymmetric part is
2Qðb; dÞC1ða ^ cÞ2e  f þ %aðceÞ  %bðdf Þ  %cðaeÞ  %dðbf Þ;
 %cðaeÞ  %bðdf Þ þ %aðceÞ  %dðbf Þ;
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and we are left with
2Qðb; bÞ C1ða ^ cÞ2e þ %aðceÞ  %cðaeÞ
  f ¼ 0:
(7) ðA1  B1;A2  B2;A3  B3ÞÞ}here we compute
½½a  b; c  d; e  f  þ ½½c  d; e  f ; a  b þ ½½e  f ; a  b; c  d
¼ ½ac  bd; e  f  þ ½e%c  f %d; a  b þ ½ %ae  %bf ; c  d
¼ Qðbd; f ÞC3ðac ^ eÞ þ Qðf %d; bÞC1ðe%c ^ aÞ þ Qð %bf ; dÞC2ð %ae ^ cÞ
plus a symmetric expression with values in tðBÞ: But we have, Qðbd; f Þ ¼
Qðf %d; bÞ ¼ Qð %bf ; dÞ; so we just need to check that
C3ðac ^ eÞ þC1ðe%c ^ aÞ þC2ð %ae ^ cÞ ¼ 0:
This follows from the triality principle by duality: indeed, for every y 2 tðAÞ;
we have
KtðAÞðC3ðac ^ eÞ; yÞ ¼  Qðy3ðacÞ; eÞ
¼  Qðy1ðaÞc þ ay2ðcÞ; eÞ
¼  Qðy1ðaÞ; e%cÞ  Qðy2ðcÞ; %aeÞ
¼  KtðAÞðC1ðe%c ^ aÞ; yÞ  KtðAÞðC2ð %ae ^ cÞ; yÞ;
and the result follows.
This proves that we have endowed g with a Lie algebra structure. This
algebra is reductive. There is a natural quadratic form Q on g deﬁned by the
fact that the factors of g are mutually orthogonal, each one being endowed
with its natural quadratic form.
Lemma 2.2. The following non-degenerate quadratic form on g is g-
invariant:
K ¼ KtðAÞ þ KtðBÞ þ
X3
i¼1
QAi  QBi :
Since the center of g is trivial, we conclude that g is semi-simple.
Moreover, any Cartan subalgebra of tðAÞ  tðBÞ will be a Cartan
LANDSBERG AND L. MANIVEL66subalgebra of g: in particular, rankðgÞ ¼ rankðtðAÞÞ þ rankðtðBÞÞ: Finally,
knowing the ranks and dimensions of the semi-simple Lie algebra g and its
reductive subalgebra h; we easily check that their types are given by
Freudenthal’s square and the table below. ]
The triality Lie algebras can be generalized to r-ality for all r to recover
the generalized Freudenthal chart (see [11]). For r > 3 we have
trðRÞ ¼ 0; trðCÞ ¼ Cðr1Þ; trðHÞ ¼ slr2
and
grðA;BÞ ¼ trðAÞ  trðBÞ  ð14ioj4rAij  BijÞ:
This model is useful for more generalized dimension formulas, see
Section 7.
3. THE EXCEPTIONAL SERIES
From now on, we work over the complex numbers.
For B ¼ O; our construction gives the last line of Freudenthal square.
Let us describe the root system of g: For this we choose Cartan sub-
algebras of so8 and tðAÞ: Their product is a Cartan subalgebra of g;
and the corresponding root spaces in g are the root spaces in so8
and tðAÞ and the weight spaces of the tensor products Ai Oi: Thus the
roots of g are
* the roots of so8;
* the roots of tðAÞ;
* the weights mþ n with m a weight of Ai and n a weight of Oi:
To get a set of positive roots we choose linear forms l and lA on the root
lattices that are strictly positive on positive roots. More precisely, we choose
l ¼ l1en1 þ l2en2 þ l3en3 þ l4en4 with l1  l2  l3  l4: (Here and in what
follows, we use the notations and conventions of [3].) Then the linear form
ml þ lA; where m  1; will be positive on the following set of positive roots
of g:
* the positive roots of so8;
* the positive roots of tðAÞ;
* the weights mþ n with m being a weight of Ai and n a weight of Oi
such that lðnÞ > 0:
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For example, the ﬁrst weight in the ﬁrst column is a1 þ a2 þ 12a3 þ 12a4:
Remark. From this explicit description of the root system of g; it is quite
easy to extract the set of simple roots, from which one can readily obtain the
Dynkin diagram of g: Observe in particular that if we normalize the
invariant scalar product of the (dual of the) Cartan algebra of so8 in such a
way that the root lengths equal two, then the length of a root of the form
mþ n equals ðm; mÞ þ ðn; nÞ ¼ 1þ ðn; nÞ: For AaR; this is larger than one, so
it must in fact equal two. This ﬁxes the relative normalization of the
invariant scalar product on the Cartan subalgebra of tðAÞ; and shows that g
must be simply laced. On the contrary, for A ¼ R we get roots of length one
ðg ¼ f4!Þ; and there is no problem of normalization.
Proposition 3.1.
1. With the ordering above, the following are, in order, the three highest
roots of g:
They are all the simple roots of g annihilated by the torus of tðAÞ; in fact the
next highest root is b3 ¼ o1 þ mþ where mþ is the highest weight of A1:
2. Any positive weight of g annhilated by the torus of tðAÞ is a linear
combination of the following four weights:
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o1 þ o3 þ o4 as the highest weight of L2g; oðX3Þ ¼ 2o1 þ 2o3 as the highest
weight of L3g; and oðY n2 Þ ¼ 2o1 as the highest weight of S2g gð2Þ:
3. The half-sum of the positive roots of g is r ¼ rtðAÞ þ rtðOÞ þ agtðOÞ;
where gtðOÞ ¼ 2o1 þ o4:
The names of the weights are borrowed from [4]. We show below that the
representations are indeed those of [4] for e8 below, the other cases are safely
left to the reader.
Proof. Everything is clear except for the assertion about oðYn2 Þ; which is
a consequence of the following observations.
Let m be a weight of S2g such that 2*a5m > 2o1: Such a weight m must be
the sum of two positive roots g and d: Suppose that g; da*a: Then g; d have
coefﬁcients at most one, hence m has coefﬁcients at most two, when
expressed in terms of simple roots. Since m > 2o1 ¼ 2a1 þ 2a2 þ a3 þ a4; we
have m ¼ 2a1 þ 2a2 þ 2a3 þ a4 (up to exchanging a3 and a4) hence g ¼
a1 þ a2 þ a3 þ a4 and d ¼ a1 þ a2 þ a3: Since in that case m *a is not a root,
this implies that each possible m has multiplicity one inside S2g: But it also
has multiplicity one inside the irreducible component of highest weight 2*a:
The situation is different for 2o1; whose multiplicity is at least 3 since
there are already 3 different ways to write it as the sum of two roots of so8:
To conclude, we just need to check that the multiplicity of 2o1 is strictly
larger than its multiplicity inside the irreducible g-module of highest weight
2*a: But since 2o1 and 2*a both have support on the weight lattice of so8; it
follows from Kostant’s multiplicity formula that this multiplicity can be
computed directly in so8; where we check that it is two. We are done. ]
Remark. Consider the weights o of g that have support on the Cartan
subalgebra of so8: Obviously, they must belong to the weight lattice of so8;
but there are more conditions imposed by the roots of g of the form mþ n; n
a weight of Oi; m a weight of Ai: namely, 2ðo; nÞ=ðmþ n; mþ nÞ must be an
integer. We have ðm; mÞ ¼ 1; and ðn; nÞ ¼ 1 as well (except in the case where
A ¼ R; for which n ¼ 0). Thus our conditions reduce to ðo; nÞ 2 Z for each
n: If we write o ¼ o1o1 þ o2o2 þ o3o3 þ o4o4; this means that the integers
o1; o2; o3; o4 must be such that o1 þ o3; o1 þ o4 and o3 þ o4 are even. This
deﬁnes a sub-lattice of index four of the weight lattice of so8; and it is
straightforward to check that the cone of positive weights in this lattice is
precisely the cone of non-negative linear combinations of the four weights
oðgÞ; oðX2Þ; oðX3Þ and oðY n2 Þ:
Example. Consider the case of e8; i.e., A ¼ O: We denote the roots and
weights of tðAÞ ¼ so8 with primes. We ﬁrst determine the set of simple roots
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tðAÞ; and the weights
g1 ¼ o3  o4  o01; g2 ¼ o1  o4  o03; g3 ¼ o1  o3  o04;
which are the smallest positive roots inside A1 O1;A2 O2;A3 O3;
respectively. But a3 ¼ a4 þ 2ðo3  o4Þ ¼ a4 þ 2g1 þ 2o01; where 2o01 belongs
to the root lattice of so8; showing that a3 cannot be a simple root of g:
Neither can a1 for the same reason. The same conclusion holds for g2
because of the relation g2  g1  g3 ¼ o01 þ o04  o03 ¼ a01 þ a02 þ a04: Since
we know we must have 8 simple roots, they must be a2; a4; a01; a
0
2; a
0
3; a
0
4; g1;
g3: Using them, we easily deduce the Dynkin diagram of e8: we have a
subdiagram of type so8 corresponding to a01; a
0
2; a
0
3; a
0
4; and we attach to it 4
other nodes according to the non-zero scalar products ða2; a4Þ; ða4; g1Þ;
ðg1; a01Þ and ðg3; a04Þ:
It is now a simple computation to express the weights oðgÞ; oðX2Þ; oðX3Þ
and oðYn2 Þ in terms of our simple roots. We obtain
This shows our terminology agrees with that of [4] in the case of e8:
Now we make a few observations on the weights of Ai: First note that
since Ai has an invariant quadratic form, the set of its weights is symmetric
with respect to the origin. In particular, their sum is zero. The weight
LANDSBERG AND L. MANIVEL70structure is as follows:
In particular, when m describes the weights of Ai; the integer ðr; mÞ takes
each value in the interval ½1 a
2
; a
2
 1 once (this is the empty interval for
a ¼ 1), plus the value zero once more. We call this set of values vðAÞ:
Remark. Recall that the short roots of f4 deﬁne a root system of type
so8: In our description of the root systems of e6; e7 and e8; we see that each
long root of f4 has been ‘‘unfolded’’ into a set of a roots.
Now look at the inner products of the weights oðgÞ;oðX2Þ;oðX3Þ and
oðYn2 Þ with the positive roots of g: Since these four weights come from so8
only, the pairing is zero on the roots coming from tðAÞ: Moreover, on the
roots of the form mþ n; the pairing depends only on m: We get the following
possibilities:
0122 ð12Þ 1232 ð35
2
Þ
1000 ð10Þ 1110 ð21
2
Þ
0100 ð10Þ 0110 ð11
2
Þ
0120 ð11Þ 0010 ð01
2
Þ
1122 ð22Þ 1221 ð332Þ
1100 ð20Þ 1121 ð23
2
Þ
1120 ð21Þ 0121 ð13
2
Þ
1220 ð31Þ 0001 ð01
2
Þ
1242 ð33Þ 1231 ð32Þ
1222 ð32Þ 1111 ð21Þ
1342 ð43Þ 0111 ð11Þ
2342 ð53Þ 0011 ð01Þ
The ﬁrst column comes from the positive roots a of so8: the ﬁrst four
integers are the scalar products ðoðgÞ; aÞ; ðoðX2Þ; aÞ, ðoðX3Þ; aÞ and
ðoðY n2 Þ; aÞ; and we added in parentheses the values of u ¼ ðrtðOÞ; aÞ and
v ¼ ðgtðOÞ; aÞ: Each possibility occurs exactly once, and ðr; aÞ ¼ u þ av:
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denote by S the set of these weights. Again the ﬁrst four integers are
ðoðgÞ; mÞ; ðoðX2Þ; mÞ , ðoðX3Þ; mÞ and ðoðYn2 Þ; mÞ; and in parentheses we gave
u ¼ ðrtðOÞ; mÞ and v ¼ ðgtðOÞ; mÞ: The main difference with the ﬁrst column is
that here, each possibility occurs for the a positive roots of g of the form
mþ n: And the values taken by r on these a positive roots will be the set vðAÞ
translated by u þ av:
This is precisely the information we need to apply the Weyl dimension
formula for an irreducible g-module whose highest weight o has support on
the Cartan subalgebra of so8: Indeed, the positive roots of g coming from
tðAÞ will not contribute. Each positive root a of so8 will contribute by
ðrþ o; aÞ=ðr; aÞ; where ðr; aÞ is linear in a: Finally, for each m 2 S; the
contribution of the positive roots of g of the form mþ n will be
Y
n
ðrþ o; mþ nÞ
ðr; mþ nÞ ¼
ðrþ o; mÞ
ðr; mÞ
Yj¼a21
j¼1a
2
ðrþ o; mÞ þ j
ðr; mÞ þ j :
It is convenient to write this last product as a quotient of two binomial
coefﬁcients, and we ﬁnally get the following formula.
Theorem 3.2. The dimension of the irreducible g-module with highest
weight o ¼ poðgÞ þ qoðX2Þ þ roðX3Þ þ soðYn2 Þ is given by the following
formula:
dim Vo
¼
Y
a2Dþðso8Þ[S
ðagtðOÞ þrtðOÞ þ o; aÞ
ðagtðOÞ þ rtðOÞ; aÞ
Y
b2S
ðagtðOÞ þ rtðOÞ þ o; bÞ þ a2 1
ðo; bÞ
 !
ðagtðOÞ þ rtðOÞ þ o; bÞ  a2
ðo; bÞ
 ! :
For each choice of p; q; r; s; this formula gives a rational function of a; whose
numerator and denominator are products of 6p þ 12q þ 16r þ 10s þ 24 linear
forms.
This formula includes and provides a wide generalization of 15 of the 25
dimension formulas of [4]. Since it applies to actual non-trivial irreducible
representations of d4; f4; e6; e7; e8; one could not hope to apply it to their
representations that are zero, negative or reducible (i.e., two copies of the
same representation) for one of these algebras. When one removes such
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remain, so in that sense this is the best possible formula.
The formula can be made more explicit as follows. Each term abcd ðuvÞ in
the table above contributes to the product a term ðx þ u þ avÞ=ðu þ avÞ;
where x ¼ ap þ bq þ cr þ ds: If the term is from the second column, it also
contributes
ðu þ av þ a
2
Þ    ðu þ av þ a
2
þ x  1Þ
ðu þ av þ 1 a
2
Þ    ðu þ av  a
2
þ xÞ
¼ ðu þ av þ x 
a
2
þ 1Þ    ðu þ av þ x þ a
2
 1Þ
ðu þ av þ 1 a
2
Þ    ðu þ av þ a
2
 1Þ ;
where the numerator and denominator of the rational function on the left
are products of x linear forms, and those of the rational function on the
right are products of a  1 linear forms.
Specializing to multiples of the highest root, we obtain the formula of
Proposition 1.1 of the Introduction. We have so far proved this proposition
only for a50; but we give a second proof in Section 6 that is valid for the
entire series.
In Deligne’s notations, gðkÞ is Yk: Using his parameter l we get
dim Yk ¼ ð2k  1Þl 6
k!lkðlþ 6Þ
Yk
j¼1
ððj  1Þl 4Þððj  2Þl 5Þððj  2Þl 6Þ
ðjl 1Þððj  1Þl 2Þ :
Note that the q-analogs of our formulas (see e.g. [10, Proposition 10.10,
p. 183]) are immediate consequences of our methods. For example,
dimq g
ðkÞ ¼ 1 q
3aþ2kþ5
1 q3aþ5
k þ 2a þ 3
k
" #
q
k þ 5a
2
þ 3
k
" #
q
k þ 3a þ 4
k
" #
q
k þ a
2
þ 1
k
" #
q
k þ a þ 1
k
" #
q
;
where
kþl
k
 
q
¼ ð1qlþ1Þð1qlþkÞð1qÞð1qkÞ is the usual Gauss polynomial.
Note that dim gðkÞ can be interpreted as the Hilbert function of the unique
closed G-orbit inside Pg; which we call the adjoint variety and denote by
Xad : In particular, dim gðkÞ grows like ðdeg XadÞkd=d!; where d is the
dimension of Xad : From this and the above proposition we recover that
EXCEPTIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS 73d ¼ 6a þ 9; and we deduce a funny formula for the degree:
deg Xad ¼ 2
ða
2
þ 1Þ!ða þ 1Þ!ð6a þ 9Þ!
ð5a
2
þ 3Þ!ð2a þ 3Þ!ð3a þ 5Þ!:
After Freudenthal [9], we, respectively, call XFplanes; XFlines and
XFpoints the closed orbits in PX2; PX3 and PY n2 : Specializing to the Cartan
powers, Theorem 3.2 gives the Hilbert functions of these varieties,
respectively,
dimX
ðkÞ
2 ¼
k þ a þ 1
a þ 1
k þ a þ 2
a þ 2
2k þ 2a þ 3
2a þ 3
3k þ 3a þ 4
3a þ 4
3k þ 3a þ 5
3a þ 5

k þ 3a
2
þ 1
k
 !
k þ 3a
2
þ 2
k
 !
k þ 2a þ 1
k
 !
k þ 2a þ 2
k
 !
2k þ 5a
2
þ 3
2k
 !
2k þ 3a þ 3
2k
 !
k þ 1
k
 !
k þ a
2
k
 !
k þ a
2
þ 1
k
 !
2k þ a þ 2
2k
 !
2k þ 3a
2
þ 2
2k
 ! ;
dim X
ðkÞ
3 ¼
2k þ 3a
2
þ 1
3a
2
þ 1
2k þ 3a
2
þ 2
3a
2
þ 2
2k þ 3a
2
þ 3
3a
2
þ 3
4k þ 3a þ 3
3a þ 3
4k þ 3a þ 4
3a þ 4
4k þ 3a þ 5
3a þ 5

kþa
k
 
kþaþ1
k
 
kþaþ2
k
 
k þ 3a
2
1
k
 !
k þ 3a
2
k
 !
k þ 3a
2
þ1
k
 !
 2kþ2aþ1
2k
 
2kþ2aþ2
2k
 
2kþ2aþ3
2k
 
3k þ 5a
2
þ3
3k
 
3k þ 3a þ 2
3k
 
k þ 1
k
 
k þ 2
k
 
k þ a
2
 1
k
 
k þ a
2
k
 
k þ a
2
þ 1
k
 
2k þ a
2k
 
 2k þ a þ 1
2k
 
2k þ a þ 2
2k
 
3k þ 3a2 þ 3
3k
 !
3k þ 2a þ 2
3k
 
;
dimY *
ðkÞ
2 ¼
2k þ 5a
2
þ 3
5a
2
þ 3

kþ2a
k
 
kþ2aþ1
k
 
kþ2aþ3
k
 
kþ 5a
2
þ2
k
 
2kþ3aþ5
2k
 
kþ a
2
1
k
 
kþ a
2
þ 1
k
 
kþ a
2
þ2
k
 
kþaþ1
k
 
k þ a þ 3
k
 
2k þ 2a
2k
 ;
LANDSBERG AND L. MANIVEL74one recovers that dim XFplanes ¼ 9a þ 11; dim XFlines ¼ 11a þ 9; dim
XFpoints ¼ 9a þ 6; and that their degrees are
deg XFplanes ¼ 23aþ332
ð9a þ 11Þ!a!a
2
!ða
2
þ 1Þ!
ð3a
2
þ 1Þ!ð2a þ 1Þ!ð2a þ 3Þ!ð5a
2
þ 3Þ!ð3a þ 5Þ!;
deg XFlines ¼ 23aþ632a
ð11a þ 9Þ!ða
2
 1Þ!a
2
!ða
2
þ 1Þ!
ð3a
2
 1Þ!ð3a
2
þ 1Þ!ð2a þ 3Þ!ð5a
2
þ 3Þ!;
deg XFpoints ¼ 2aþ6
ð6a þ 9Þ!ða2þ 1Þ!ða2þ 2Þ!ða þ 1Þ!ða þ 3Þ!
ð2a þ 1Þ!ð2a þ 3Þ!ð5a
2
þ 2Þ!ð3a þ 5Þ! :
4. THE SUBEXCEPTIONAL SERIES
In this section we let B ¼ H: Then tðBÞ ’ so3  so3  so3 ’ sl2  sl2 
sl2: Note that tðBÞ can be naturally identiﬁed with ImðHÞ3; acting on
H1 H2 H3 by
ða; b; cÞ/ðLb  Rc;Lc  Ra;La  RbÞ;
where La;Ra denote the operators of left and right multiplication
by a; respectively (see [2]). This means that if we denote by U1;U2;U3
the natural 2-dimensional representations of our three copies of sl2; then
H1 ¼ U2  U3; H2 ¼ U3  U1 and H3 ¼ U1  U2: Therefore, the roots
of g are
* the roots a1; a2; a3 of sl2  sl2  sl2;
* the roots of tðAÞ;
* the weights 1
2
ai  1
2
aj þ m; where m is a weight of Ak and fi; j; kg ¼
f1; 2; 3g:
To get a set of positive roots we choose linear forms l and lA on
the root lattices, that are strictly positive on positive roots. More precisely,
we choose l ¼ l1a1 * þ l2a2 * þ l3a3* with l1  l2  l3: Then the linear form
ml þ lA; where m  1; will be positive on the following set of positive
roots of g:
* a1; a2; a3;
* the positive roots of tðAÞ;
* the weights 1
2
ai  1
2
aj þ m; where m is a weight of Ak; with fi; j; kg ¼
f1; 2; 3g and ioj:
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geometric model for one of the distinguished g-modules V ¼ A1  U1 
A2  U2  A3  U3  U1  U2  U3:
Theorem 4.1. There is a natural structure of g-module on
This g-module V is simple of dimension 6a þ 8:
Proof. We deﬁne the action of g on V as follows. There is already a
natural action of the subalgebra tðAÞ  tðBÞ; and up to the ternary
symmetry we just need to deﬁne an action of H1  A1 ¼ U2  U3  A1: This
action is provided by the natural maps
ðU2  U3  A1Þ  ðU1  U2  U3Þ ! U1  A1;
ðU2  U3  A1Þ  ðU1  A1Þ ! U1  U2  U3;
ðU2  U3  A1Þ  ðU2  A2Þ ! U3  A3;
ðU2  U3  A1Þ  ðU3  A3Þ ! U2  A2;
which are easily deﬁned using the invariant quadratic forms on U1;U2;U3
and A1; and the natural multiplication map A1  A2 ! A3: The veriﬁcation
that this deﬁnes a module structure over the algebra g is just a
computation. ]
Remark. There is another more natural but less direct proof of this
result, based on the observation that g ¼ gðA;HÞ is the semi-simple part of a
parabolic subalgebra pðAÞ of gðA;OÞ: Hence a natural action of g on the
quotient gðA;OÞ=pðAÞ; which is just C V : The same idea also gives
another proof of Theorem 5.1.
The natural g-invariant symplectic form O on V may be written as
O ¼ OU1U2U3 þ
X3
i¼1
Oi;
LANDSBERG AND L. MANIVEL76where OU1U2U3 is just the tensor product of the determinants on U1; U2;
U3; and Oi is the symplectic form on Ui  Ai induced by the determinant on
Ui and the quadratic form Qi on Ai:
Proposition 4.2. 1. With the ordering above, the three highest roots of g
are oðgÞ ¼ *a ¼ a1 ¼ 2o1; oðVÞ ¼ o1 þ o2 þ o3 and o1 þ o2  o3:
They are all the simple roots of g annhilated by the torus of tðAÞ; in fact the
next highest root is o1 þ mþ where mþ is the highest weight of A1:
2. Any positive weight of g annhilated by the torus of tðAÞ is a linear
combination of the following three weights: oðgÞ ¼ *a ¼ a1 ¼ 2o1; oðVÞ ¼
o1 þ o2 þ o3 and oðV2Þ ¼ 2o1 þ 2o2.
They occur, respectively, as the highest weight of g; V ; and L2V :
3. The half-sum of the positive roots of g is r ¼ rtðAÞ þ rtðHÞ þ agtðHÞ;
where gtðHÞ ¼ 2o1 þ o2:
The values of the pairings of the weights oðgÞ;oðVÞ and oðV2Þ with the
positive roots of g are obtained as follows. Since these three weights come
from sl2  sl2  sl2; their value is zero on the roots coming from tðAÞ:
Moreover, on the roots of the form 1
2
ai  1
2
aj þ m; their values do not depend
on m: We get the following possibilities:
212 ð12Þ 112 ð13
2
Þ
012 ð11Þ 100 ð012Þ
010 ð10Þ 111 ð11Þ
101 ð01Þ
011 ð11
2
Þ
001 ð01
2
Þ
The ﬁrst column comes from the positive roots of sl2  sl2  sl2; each
possibility occurs exactly once. The second column comes from the weights
of the three modules Hi: we denote this set by G: Each possibility occurs for
exactly a positive roots of g: In parentheses, are the values of the pairings
with rtðHÞ and gtðHÞ: Applying the Weyl dimension formula as above we get
the following result.
Theorem 4.3. The dimension of the irreducible g-module with highest
weight o ¼ poðgÞ þ qoðVÞ þ roðV2Þ is given by the following function:
dim Vo ¼
Y
a2Dþðsl32Þ[G
ðagtðHÞ þ rtðHÞ þ o; aÞ
ðagtðHÞ þ rtðHÞ; aÞ
Y
b2G
ðagtðHÞ þ rtðHÞ þ o; bÞ þ a2 1
ðo;bÞ
 !
ðagtðHÞ þ rtðHÞ þ o;bÞ  a2
ðo;bÞ
 ! :
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whose numerator and denominator are products of 4p þ 3q þ 6r þ 9 linear
forms.
Corollary 4.4. Let V be the distinguished module, of dimension 6a þ 8;
of a semi-simple Lie algebra g in the subexceptional series, with a ¼
2
3
; 0; 1; 2; 4; 8: Then
dimgðkÞ ¼ 2k þ 2a þ 1
2a þ 1
k þ 3a2  1
k
 !
k þ 3a2 þ 1
k
 !
k þ 2a
k
 !
k þ a
2
 1
k
 !
k þ a
2
þ 1
k
 ! ;
dimV ðkÞ ¼ a þ k þ 1
a þ 1
k þ 2a þ 1
k
 !
k þ 3a2 þ 1
k
 !
k þ a
2
k
 ! ;
dimV
ðkÞ
2 ¼
ð4k þ 3a þ 2Þ
ðk þ 1Þð3a þ 2Þ
kþa
k
 !
k þ a þ 1
k
 !
k þ 3a
2
 1
k
 !
k þ 3a
2
k
 !
2k þ 2a þ 1
2k
 !
k þ a
2
 1
k
 !
k þ a
2
k
 !
2k þ a
2k
 ! :
Let X  PV ; Xad  Pg; XFplanes  PV2 denote the closed orbits. We
recover from the Hilbert functions above that dim Xad ¼ 4a þ 1; dim X ¼
3a þ 3; dim XFlines ¼ 5a þ 2 and
deg Xad ¼
ð4a þ 1Þ!2ða
2
 1Þ!ða
2
þ 1Þ!
ð2a þ 1Þð3a
2
 1Þ!ð3a
2
þ 1Þ!ð2aÞ!;
deg X ¼ ð3a þ 3Þ!ð
a
2
þ 1Þ!
ð2a þ 1Þ!ð3a
2
þ 1Þ!;
deg XFlines ¼
ð5a þ 2Þ!2aþ3ða
2
Þ!ða
2
 1Þ!
ð3a þ 2Þ!ða þ 1Þ!ð2a þ 1Þ!ð3a
2
Þ!ð3a
2
 1Þ!:
5. THE SEVERI SERIES
Now we let B ¼ CR C ¼ C C; which is naturally the plane
P  C3 of equation z1 þ z2 þ z3 ¼ 0; acting diagonally on C1  C2  C3:
There is a natural identiﬁcation of Bi with Cj  C1k  C1j  Ck for
fi; j; kg ¼ f1; 2; 3g; as tðBÞ-modules.
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C1; C2; C3; which are subject to the relation o1 þ o2 þ o3 ¼ 0: Then the
roots of g are:
* the roots of tðAÞ;
* the weights ðoj  okÞ þ m; where m is a weight of Ai and fi; j; kg ¼
f1; 2; 3g:
To get a set of positive roots we choose linear forms l and lA on the root
lattices that are strictly positive on positive roots. More precisely, we choose
l ¼ l1o1* þ l2o2* with l1  l2  0: Then the linear form l þ lA will be
positive on the following set of positive roots of g:
* the positive roots of tðAÞ;
* the weights oj  ok þ m; where m is a weight of Ai; jok and
fi; j; kg ¼ f1; 2; 3g:
As for the subexceptional series, we have a nice geometric model for the
distinguished g-modules:
Theorem 5.1. There is a natural structure of g-module on
This g-module W is simple of dimension 3a þ 3:
Proof. We just need to deﬁne the action of a typical factor A1  C2 
C13 on W : This action is given by the natural maps
ðA1  C2  C13 Þ  C23 ! A1  C2  C3 ¼ A1  C11 ;
ðA1  C2  C13 Þ  ðA1  C11 Þ ! C11  C2  C13 ¼ C22;
ðA1  C2  C13 Þ  ðA2  C12 Þ ! A3  C13 ;
where we use for the ﬁrst two arrows the fact that C1  C2  C3 is a trivial
tðBÞ-module, for the second arrow the quadratic form on A1; and for the
last arrow the multiplication map A1  A2 ! A3: The action on the other
factors is equal to zero. We leave to the reader the computations that are
EXCEPTIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS 79necessary to check that this is indeed a Lie algebra action of g: The fact that
we get a simple module is obvious. ]
Proposition 5.2. The highest root of g is oðgÞ ¼ *a ¼ o1  o3 þ m2;
where m2 is the highest weight of A2:
The highest weight of W is oðWÞ ¼ 2o1; its lowest weight is oðW nÞ ¼
2o3:
The half-sum of the positive roots of g is r ¼ rtðAÞ þ agtðCÞ; where gtðCÞ ¼
o1  o3:
Example. Let us treat in detail the case where A ¼ O; leading to e6 and
its minimal representation. The simple roots of g are those of tðOÞ ¼ so8;
say a01; a
0
2; a
0
3; a
0
4; and g1 ¼ o1  o2  m3; g2 ¼ o2  o3  m1; where m1 ¼ o01;
m3 ¼ o04 denote the highest weights of O1; O3; respectively. We get the
following Dynkin diagram:
It is then straightforward to compute oðWÞ and oðW nÞ in terms of the
simple roots. We obtain
Since the highest root of g does depend on A; we will not obtain any
rational expression in a for the dimension of g and its Cartan powers using
this model. However, we will obtain such a formula for the irreducible g-
modules whose highest weights are linear combinations of oðWÞ and
oðWnÞ:
For this we need to compute the values of oðWÞ and oðW nÞ on the
positive roots of g: These values are zero on the roots coming of tðAÞ: To
compute the other ones, we consider on P the restriction of the canonical
metric on C3: Computing the dual metric we get ðoi;oiÞ ¼ 13 and ðoi;ojÞ ¼1
6
for 14iaj43: It is then straightforward to apply Weyl’s dimension
formula and obtain:
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weight o ¼ poðWÞ þ pnoðW nÞ is given by the following function:
dim Vo
¼
Y
i2vðAÞ
p þ a
2
þ i
a
2
þ i
p þ pn þ a þ i
a þ i
pn þ a
2
þ i
a
2
þ i
¼ ð2p þ aÞðp þ p
n þ aÞð2pn þ aÞ
a3
p þ a  1
p
 !
p þ pn þ 3a
2
 1
p þ pn
 !
pn þ a  1
pn
 !
p þ pn þ a2
p þ pn
 !
6. OTHER MODELS FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL SERIES
There exist two other series of models for the exceptional Lie algebras
similar to the constructions we used in Section 2. In Section 2, we exploited
on the triality phenomenon, which is reﬂected in the threefold symmetry of
the Dynkin diagram of so8: For our two other series, we use the simplest
Dynkin diagram with twofold symmetry, which is that of sl3; and the
simplest one with ‘‘onefold symmetry,’’ which is that of sl2: This leads to the
three series
gðAÞ ¼ so8  tðAÞ O1  A1  O2  A2  O3  A3;
gðAÞ ¼ sl3  sl3ðAÞ  C3  h3ðAÞ  C3 *  h3ðAÞn;
gðAÞ ¼ sl2  sp6ðAÞ  C2  Lh3iA6:
Here SL3ðAÞ; respectively, denotes the Lie groups 1; 1;S3 and the four
groups on the second row of Freudenthal’s magic chart. h3ðAÞ denotes the
Jordan algebra of Hermitian matrices of order 3 over A in the last four cases
and |; homotheties, and diagonal 3 3 matrices in the ﬁrst three cases (see
[11]). Similarly, sp6ðAÞ; respectively, denotes 0; sl2; sl32 and the Lie algebras
appearing in the third row of Freudenthal’s chart. Lh3iA6; respectively,
denotes 0; S3C2 and the subexceptional representations V :
These series show the same remarkable uniformity properties in the
distributions of the root heights necessary for nice dimension formulas. But
the formulas one obtains only concern representations whose highest
weights are supported on the weight lattice of the ﬁxed subalgebra of each
series, namely so8; sl3 and sl2 respectively. The rank of this subalgebra is
maximal for the ﬁrst series so we will not be able to extract more
information from the other two series.
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the action of sl3ðAÞ on the Jordan algebra h3ðAÞ: A natural Cartan
subalgebra of gðAÞ is obtained as the direct sum of Cartan subalgebras
of sl3 and sl3ðAÞ: We choose a linear form on its dual which takes positive
values on the positive roots of sl3ðAÞ; and very large positive values on those
of sl3: Then the positive roots of gðAÞ are those of sl3ðAÞ; those of sl3; along
with the weights o1 þ m; o2  m and o1  o2  m; where m is a weight of
h3ðAÞ: In particular, the highest root and the half-sum of the positive
roots are
*agðAÞ ¼ *asl3 ¼ o1 þ o2;
rgðAÞ ¼ rsl3ðAÞ þ rsl3 þ dim h3ðAÞo1 ¼ rsl3ðAÞ þ ð3a þ 4Þo1 þ o2:
We need to understand the distribution of the weights of the sl3ðAÞ-
modules h3ðAÞ: They are as follows:
The vertices of these diagrams indicate the weights with non-negative
height (where the number ðr;oÞ is the height of a weight o), while an edge
indicates the action of a simple reﬂection (the h3ðAÞ are all minuscule
modules, so that their sets of weights are just the orbits of the highest ones).
The complete diagram is obtained by a symmetry along the line of height
zero.
The ﬁrst three diagrams look very similar: there are three weights of
height zero, two weights on each height between 1 and a
2
; then one weight on
each height up to a: This means that these three diagrams as being given by
the superposition of intervals ½a; a; ½a
2
; a
2
; plus a 0: For a ¼ 1; this gives
weights in height 1;1
2
; 0; 1
2
; 1; with multiplicity two for the zero height: this
is precisely our fourth diagram (where we have to use the normalization of
[3] divided by two).
We can analyze in a similar way our third series of models, for which the
weight distributions in the sp6ðAÞ-module Lh3iA6 are again remarkably
uniform. They are as follows:
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the Weyl group, the corresponding sp6-module being non-minuscule.
Nevertheless, the ﬁrst three diagrams are strikingly similar: there are three
strands of height from 1
2
to aþ1
2
, then two strands of length a
2
; and a last
strand of length a
2
þ 1: Said otherwise, the heights describe three intervals,
namely ½3aþ3
2
; 3aþ3
2
; ½2aþ1
2
; 2aþ1
2
 and ½aþ1
2
; aþ1
2
; and this, even for a ¼ 1: It
is then very simple to apply the Weyl dimension formula to compute the
dimension of gðAÞ and its Cartan powers. A proof of Proposition 1.1 stated
in the Introduction, valid for the entire exceptional series, follows.
7. THE GENERAL SET UP
We say a collection of reductive Lie algebras gðtÞ parametrized by t and
equipped with representations ðVl1ðtÞ; . . . ;VlpðtÞÞ is a series in the dimension
sense of Deligne if there exists a formula for dim Vm1l1þþmplp that is a
rational function whose numerator and denominator are products of linear
functions of t: In this case, once one ﬁxes m1; . . . ;mp; the dimension formula
looks like the Weyl dimension formula (see below). We discuss other notions
of series in [14].
How to construct such series?
One way would be to start with a ﬁxed Lie algebra f; and consider A-
graded Lie algebras g (where A is an abelian group), containing f as a
component of g0: If the grading comes from marking some nodes on the
extended Dynkin diagram of g; then f will be given by a union of connected
components of the diagram obtained by removing the marked nodes. If one
only marks one node, so one has an Z2-grading, then g0 ¼ fþ h where h is
whatever else is left over after the nodes and components of f are removed.
In this case, g1 ¼ V  WðtÞ where V (resp. W ) is the representation of f
(resp. hðtÞ) with highest weight the sum of fundamental weights correspond-
ing to nodes adjacent to the marked node. For example, if one takes the
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the last series of models of the exceptional Lie algebras in the preceding
section. If one takes the next node(s) over, then f ¼ sl3 and one can recover
the preceeding series.
In order to have a series in the dimension sense of Deligne, the Lie
algebras h and representations U that remain must satisfy additional
conditions explained below.
Write gðtÞ ¼ fþ hðtÞ þ WðtÞ where g0ðtÞ ¼ fþ hðtÞ so WðtÞ is an fþ hðtÞ-
module. We will need that WðtÞ ¼ SjVj  UjðtÞ where the Vj are irreducible
f-modules all of the same dimension and the UjðtÞ are irreducible hðtÞ-
modules also all of the same dimension uðtÞ: We will also need that rank g
ðtÞ ¼ rank fþ rank hðtÞ so we may chose Cartan subalgebras such that tg ¼
tf  th: When there is no confusion, we supress the t: The roots of gðtÞ are
* the roots of f;
* the roots of h;
* the weights mþ n with m a weight of some Vj and n a weight of UjðtÞ:
To get a set of positive roots we choose linear forms l and lt on the root
lattices, that are strictly positive on positive roots and heavily favor the
roots of f; so that the positive roots are:
* the positive roots of f;
* the positive roots of h;
* the weights mþ n; with m being a weight of V such that lðmÞ > 0 and n
a weight of U :
We may write the half-sum of the positive roots as rgðtÞ ¼ rf þ rh þ uðtÞg;
where g is one-half the sum of the positive weights of the Vj’s (positive in the
sense that l takes positive values on them: we denote by DþðVÞ the set of
these weights). We must reparametrize, if necessary, so that u is a linear
function of t:
Now let o be a weight of g supported on g 2 tf : This means that o is a
weight of f satisfying the integrality condition that 2ðo; mÞ=ðm; mÞ 2 Z for all
m 2 DþðVÞ: (So in particular, p above can at most be equal to the rank of f:)
We apply the Weyl dimension formula to o: The contribution of the roots
of h to the product is trivial. The contribution of the roots of f is
Y
a2DþðfÞ
ðrf þ uðtÞgþ o; aÞ
ðrf þ uðtÞg; aÞ
:
The contribution of the other roots is more complicated, and that is to
control this contribution that we need to add our most serious hypothesis:
we require that when t varies, the integers ðrgðtÞ; mþ nÞ; for each set of values
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miðtÞ; where niðtÞ and miðtÞ are linear functions of t: We allow that for some
values of t; miðtÞoniðtÞ; which is to be interpreted as deleting the interval
½miðtÞ þ 1; niðtÞ: Then the contribution of such an interval to the Weyl
dimension formula is
ðo; mÞ þ mi
ðo; mÞ
 !
ðo; mÞ þ ni
ðo; mÞ
 ! :
Putting these contributions together, we see that we have a series in the
dimension sense of Deligne.
Example. Here is a classical example. Let gðtÞ ¼ so2tþ4; f ¼ sl2; hðtÞ ¼
sl2  so2t; V ¼ C2; U ¼ C2  C2t: Let f have root a and the sl2 in hðtÞ have
root b: We use aj to describe the roots of so2l and sometimes the ej’s instead.
The positive roots of gðtÞ are:
* a;
* b; Dþðso2tÞ;
* the weights 1
2
a 1
2
b ej; j ¼ 1; . . . ; l:
We have rgf ¼ 12a; g ¼ 12a and rh ¼ 12bþ ðl  1Þe1 þ ðl  2Þe2 þ    þ el1:
Thus, taking inner products such that ðei; ejÞ ¼ dij ; ða; aÞ ¼ ðb; bÞ ¼ 2; we
have ðrgðtÞ; mþ nÞ ﬁlling the intervals ½1; 2t  1; ½2; 2t; plus the isolated
values t and t þ 1: Thus applying our general formula we obtain
dimgðkÞ ¼ ð2k þ 2t þ 1Þðk þ tÞðk þ t þ 1Þð2t þ 1Þtðt þ 1Þðk þ 1Þ
k þ 2t  1
k
 !
k þ 2t
k
 !
;
which is easy to obtain by directly applying the Weyl dimension formula.
Example. The generalized third row. With the notations of Section 4,
we have
grðA;HÞ ¼ trðAÞ  slr2  ðiojUi  Uj  AijÞ:
With our conventions, the positive roots of gðtÞ are:
* the positive roots ai; 14i4r; of sl
r
2 ;
* the positive roots of trðAÞ;
* the weights oi  oj þ mij ; ioj:
EXCEPTIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS 85Write the half-sum of positive roots as r ¼ rtrðHÞ þ rtrðAÞ þ ag with 2g ¼ðr  1Þa1 þ ðr  2Þa2 þ    þ ar1: Applying our method once again, we
obtain the three-parameter formula
dim grðH;AÞðkÞ
¼ 2k þ aðr  1Þ þ 1
aðr  1Þ þ 1
k þ ar
2
 1
k
0
@
1
A k þ ar  a
k
 !
k þ ara
2
k
 !
k þ ar þ 1 3a
2
k
 !
k þ a2 1
k
 !
k þ ar2 þ 1 a
k
 !
k þ ara2
k
 ! :
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